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ABSTRACT. Wh en a surface layer of the soil freezes, both heat a nd wa ter diffuse from th e un fro zen soil
benea th to the frozen region . Often the soil does not freeze homogeneously but distinc t ice lenses form. An
a na lys is of the diffusion a nd ice n uclea tion processes suggests condi tions under which ice lensing can be
expec ted ; in pa rticula r, it is shown that multipl e ice lenses ca nno t form unless the soil therma l diffusivity is
grea ter tha n the water di ffusion coeffi cient. Ana lys is of a sim pl e one-d imensiona l case (a se mi-infinite mass
of homogeneous soil whose surface tempera ture is suddenl y lowered ) gives the tempera ture a nd wa ter-content
fi elds as fun ctions of tim e; these agree with those o bser ved in a n ex perimenta l stud y of freezing clay.
R EsuME. Formation de lentilles de glace, diffilSion themlique et migration hydriqlle dans un sol geltf. Lorsque une
couche superfi cieIl e du sol gele, it la fois la chaleur et I'ea u diffusent du sol non gele inferieur vers la co uche
gelee. Souvent, le sol ne gele p as d ' une ma nier e homogene, ma is des lentill es de g lace distinctes se formen t.
U ne a na lyse d es processus d e diffusion et d e nucleation de la g lace suggere les condi tions da ns lesqueIles
la formation de lentilles d e glace peut etre a ttend ue; en pa rticulier, il est mon tre que d e multiples lentill es de
g lace ne peuvent se former it moins que la valeur d e la d iffu sion therm ique ne soit p lus gra nd e qu e le coeffi cient d e diffusion hydrique. L 'analyse d'un cas simple it un e di mensio n (une masse semi-in fi nie d 'u n so l
homoge ne don t la te mperature de surface est br uta lemen t a baissee) donn e les cham ps de temperature e t de
tenc ur en eau en fonction du temps ; cela est en accord avec les va leurs obser vees pen da nt I'etude ex pe rimen ta le du gel de l'a rgil e.
ZUSAMM ENFASSUNG. Eislinsenbildung, W armediffusion und W asserwanderwzg in gifrierendem BodCll . W enn eine
O berAachenschicht des Bod ens gefri ert, diffundieren vom ungefrorenen Boden darun ter sowohl W a rme a ls
a uc h Wasser in die gefrorene Zone. H a ufig gefri ert d er Boden ni cht homogen, es bilden sich vielmehr
begrenzte Eislinsen . Eine Ana lyse der Diffusions- und Krista llisa ti onsprozesse lasst a uf di e Beding un gen
sc hliessen, unter d enen die E islinsenbildung erwar tet werden ka n n . Besonders zeigt sich, dass mehrfac he
Eislinsen sich nur da nn bil den kon nen , wenn di e W a r medu rchlassigkeit d es Bodens grosser ist a ls der W asserdiffusionkoeffiz ient. Die Ana lyse ein es einfachen eindim ensionalen F a lles (semi-indefinite M asse homogenen
Bodens, dessen OberAachente mpera tur pl otzli ch gesenk t wird ) ergibt das Temperatur- un d Wassergeha ltsfeld
als Funktion d er Zeit. Di eses stim m t mi t j ene m uberein , das bei ein er experimentellen U n tersuchung a n
gefri erendem Ton beobachtet wurd e.

IF the temperature of the surface of moist ground is suddenly lowered below the freezing point
of water, a s in a sudden frost, then it often ha ppens th a t the soil does not freeze hom ogeneously
but tha t instead there form lenses of almost pure ice, separated by unfroze n soil. These lenses
m ay be from less tha n 1 mm. to several centimetres thick, they a re ro ughly parallel to the
surface and the dista nce between consecutive lenses increases with increasing d epth. This
phenom enon has been d escribed by Taber (19'2 9, 193°), Beskow ([1 935]), Higashi (1958) a nd
others. A photograph of lenses p roduced in the la bora tory is given in Figure I . As a result of
ice segregation, the surface of the soil lifts or " heaves". F ros t heave has a ttracted the a ttention
of m a n y investigators but only Martin ( 1958) has discussed wh y several ice lenses form instead
of the one which forms fi rst continuing to g row indefinitely.
In this pa per it is shown tha t a simpler theory than Martin's is su fficient to explain the
formation of separate lenses, and a mathem a tical d evelopment of the problem suggests when
they might be expected to appear. The aim is not to give the m ost genera l d escription of the
soil sys tem but ra ther to study the simplest model whi ch still exhi bits ice lensing .
An a na logy between ice lenses a nd Liesegang rings was first sugges ted by Shem ya kin a nd
M ikhalev ( 1938) . Liesegang rings, called a fter their discoverer, are p eriodic precipi ta tes
produced in a chemical system when two interdiffusing substances rea ct to form a n insoluble
product. Liesegang placed a drop of silver nitrate solution on the surface of a gela tin layer
containing potassium dichromate. The two rea cted to form r ed silver chroma te but he observed
tha t the precipitate did not spread ou t continuously from the origina l drop. Instead concentric
red rings were formed , the space between them remaining clea r. A theoretical expla na tion
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d ep ends on the n ecessity of supersaturation before precipitation can begin. As precipitation
occurs at the original drop, si lver ions diffuse outward, but precipitation does not occur
immediatel y outside the original zon e because the concentration of chromate ions there has
been reduced by their diffusion inward . F or a new precipitate to be nucleated the ionic
prod u ct of the silver and chroma te ion con centrations must reach a certain supersatUl-ation
prod uct, and this happens first at som e distance beyond the orig inal precipitation zone. The
process then rep eats itself.
Shemyakin and Mikhalev ( 1938) showed that the distances between consecutive ice lenses
in Taber's publish ed photograph s of fro zen soils satisfi ed a semi-empirical relationship
between the spacings of Liesegang rings develop ed by Jablczynski (1926) . On this basis they
concluded that ice lensing and Liesegang ring formation were "absolutely a nal ogous". Martin
(1958) co nsidered a semi-infinite mass of homogen eous saturated soil at a unifo rm temperature
a bove freezi ng, and he supposed that the surface was then suddenly brought into contact with
a large m ass or ice at a temperature below freezing. Immed iately more ice begins to form at the

Fig.

I.

Ice lensing in frozen cia)'

interface and water flows from the soil to the freezing front; so that this shall happen there
must be a pOl'e-wa ter pressure gradient in the soi l, an d at the freezing front the water pressure
is reduced. * Martin then asserted that, as time goes on, the surface ice will grow m ore and
more rapidly, while the ability of th e soil to suppl y water will diminish , and therefore the
temperature at the freezing front will fall. This fa ll in temperature will further increase the
" demand" for water by the ice but still further reduce the rate of water supply, because the
increased suction in the p ore water is accompa nied by an increasing compressive stress in the
soi l and a correspondingly redu ced permeability. This process will "sn ow-ba ll" and the rate of
ice formation fa ll , and now a freezing tempemture will spread into the unfrozen soil beyond
the ice front. I ce cannot form there immediately because no ice nuclei are present, and will only
do so when the temperature fall s to a nucleation temperature below the equilibrium freezing
point. Ahead of the ice front, the ice-nucleation temperature is reduced by the fall of the
equilib rium freezing point following on the fa ll in pore-water pressure (which cOlTesp o nds to
the reduced number of chromate ions beyond the origina l precipitate in th e Liesegang ring
a nalogu e) . However, the nucl eation temperature falls more slowly than the temperature itself,
• R educed because the pressure in the ice is un a ltered,
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and eventually the temperature falls below the nucleation point at some point within the soil
and a new ice lens is nucleated there .
Although an ice crystal nucleated in supercooled water will certainly grow very rapidl y at
first, it is not clear why its growth rate sh ould increase with time- as is suggested in Martin's
argument- and indeed theoretical studies of ice crystal growth (Mason, 1957) suggest the
opposite conclusion. One would expect that as time went on the temperature and watercontent gradients close to the nucleated lens would fall , this would reduce the h eat flow from
and water flow to the lens, and that the growth rate would decrease. This conclusion is
supported by the followin g theory.

HEAT AND WATER TRANSPO RT IN FREEZING SOIL

A math ematical mod el of the diffusion processes in the soil will b e considered first. Globus
(1962 ) has shown that for saturated soils at large water contents the effect of thermal diffusion
on water transport is neg ligible compared with that of soil m oisture p otentia ls set up by ice
formation. Water diffusion is therefore governed by the one-dimensional diffusion eq u a tion

ow

Tt =

o'w

ox"

f1-"

(I )

wh ere w is water content (referred to unit mass of dry soil), x is distance, I is time and f1-' is
the diffusion coefficient. The rate at which water crosses unit area p erpendicular to x is
Kf1-' ow/ox where K is a numerical factor to a llow for w being referred to unit mass of dry soil
instead of unit volume of wet soil. The temperature field is governed by
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where (J is temperature a nd ,\' is thermal diffusivity; it can be shown that the omission of a
term in this equation expressing the effect of heat convected by flowing water has a negligib le
effect. It is known from experiment (N ersesova, 1950; Willia m s, 1964) that water in soil
reaches equilibrium with ice at a lower temperature than does free water. This temperature
will be d enoted Bp; it is a function of the water content of the soil, and this function can be
d etermined by direct experiment and through the thermodynamics of soil m oisture (Croney
and oth ers, 1952 ). If ice is forming at a point with in the soil or at its surface, the temperature
there must be (Jp, * that is, if ice is fOl-ming at x at time I
(J (x, /) = (Jp[w (x, I)J.

Consider first a very simple situation closely simila r to that studied by Martin ( r 958). A
semi-infinite mass of uniform saturated soil occupying the region x > 0 is initially at a temperature (Jo a nd water content wo. The initial temperature is su ch that (Jo = (Jp (wo ) . At time
I = 0 the temperature of the surface is sudd enly lowered to B, which is sufficiently low for ice
to nucleate immediately. I ce then form s at the surface of th e soil and grows into the region
x < 0; the temperature at the surface of the ice is held at (J,. T he thickn ess of the ice is ]1 (1).
Initi a l a nd boundary conditions for the diffusion probl em are thus
(J (x, 0)
w (x, 0)

= (Jo
= Wo

]I ( 0) = 0
(J ( - ]I, t ) = (J,

(4)
(5)
(6)
t > o.

(7)

• This is closely tru e even ifice is forming at a finite rate, since excep t immedia tely after nucleation (at times
small compared with the time for ice to grow to fill a si ngle soi l pore) the rate of ice formation is co ntrolled by
water an d heat suppl y rath er than by loca l supersa turation.
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At the soil /ice interface th e soil is in local equilibrium with ice, and a lso a hea t bal a nce
a nd a m ass ba lan ce can be written . If we ass ume for simplicity tha t the therma l conduc ti vities
of soil and ice are equal, a nd d enote th em by k, and let Pi be the d ensity of ice, p w the d ensity
of water, and f3 the latent heat of freezing of unit volume of water,
0(0, t)
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A solution for th e tempera ture a nd wa ter-content field s presents no diffi culty. Since there
is no cha racteristi c leng th , th e diffusion equations ( I) a nd (2), a nd th e ba lance conditi ons (8)
to ( 10) can be tra nsfol'm ed into a set of ordin a ry differential equatio ns with indep end ent
variabl e xt - ~. Even if th e diffusi vities are functions of the temperature a nd wa ter content,
th e temperature 0(0, t) at the freezing front is constant for all t > 0. If we suppose th at th e
diffusivities fL ' and ,\2 a re ind ependent of water content a nd tempera ture, th e solutions ta ke
th e pa r ticul a rl y simpl e form
W =

wo- [wo- w(o, I)] erfc 2fLtx -

8

80 - [8 0 - 8(0, I)] erfc 2 '\1 ~

X
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wh er e 0(0, t) can be uniquely d etermin ed from th e ba lance conditions. If OF
fun ctio n of w over th e ra nge W o to w (o, I ), th en
OF
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space distributions of 8 a nd 8F at a time t are as illustrated in Figure 2a .
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Everywhere in the soil 8 > 8 P , that is, the temperature is greater than the temper-ature at
which the soil at its existing water co ntent wo uld be in eq uilibrium with ice, a nd therefore
there is no possibility of nucl eation of a new ice lens. If, on the other ha nd , IL < A, then the
distributions are as illustrated in Figure 2b; 8 < 8p in x > 0, a nd there is a possibility of the
nucleation of a new lens ahead of th e first freez ing front. Denote th e difference 8 F- 8 by 8 n ;
only if 8 n is positive is nucl eation possible. It is a m easure of supercoo ling, a nd the greater 8 n
is, th e more likely is nucleation to occur. FOI- a ll 1 > 0, th e position where lens nucl eation is
most likely is beyond the orig ina l ice/soil interface.
Even the heterogeneous nucl eat io n of ice in water or water vapour is not a well-understood
process, though it has been far m ore studied tha n ice nucleation in soil. We can, however,
expect that the qualitative pattern of behaviour will be similar. I ce pa rticles are nucleated
at a rate which increases very rapidly with increasing supercooling, but at a fixed temperature
it is constant with time. If the temperature a nd w field s a re as this simpl e model suggests, the
first nucl eation of a lens will be less likely to occur at a point very close to x = 0 than fa rther
away. Close to x = 0, 8 n will rise ra pidly but onl y remain near the maximum value for a very
short time before falling towards zero; farth er away 8 n will rise less rapidly but remain close
to th e m aximum longer. I t foll ows that even this severely id ealized m od el of the diffusion and
nucl eation processes in freezing soil does predic t the forma tio n of distinct ice lenses and that,
a lthough the fa r more complex processes of Martin's m od el m ay occur, they do not seem
necessary for lens nucleation .
In general IL/ A is a bout o· I for silt and silty clay, about 0·4 for colloida l clay and abo ut
100 for sands. It has been observed (Linnell and Kaplar, (959) experimentally and in the
field that silty clays are most susceptibl e to frost heave, fine-grain ed " fat" clays rather less so
a nd that multipl e ice lensing does not occur at a ll in sands a nd g ravels (although a sing le ice
lens can form and grow even in these) . This lends som e support to the present theory.
What happens after a new ice lens is nucleated ? In all that follows, x at the nth ice lens
within the soil will be d eno ted x n and the time at which that lens nucleates by 1n. * Immediately
a fter II the temperature at XI rises rapidl y to a temperature just below 8F ( X I , 11-) but well
a bove 8 ( XI, 11- ) ; this rise in temperature is produced by th e la tent heat evolved in freezing
and it is parallel to the sudden rise in temperature of a supercooled free liquid when freez ing
begins. The temperature must remain a little below 8 p (xr,/ I - ) because, if the origina ll y
infinitesimal ice nucleus is to grow, water must flow towards it a nd so there must be a water
concentration gra dient in the sun-ounding soil. Since the temperature at X I rises, the temperature a t points near to X I (on either side) will later rise too, as the temperature change diffuses
outward. Farther away the effect is less pronounced and there the temperature will not rise,
bu t its rate offall will be checked. Since IL < A, temperature changes diffuse faster than watercontent cha nges, a nd so th e temperature g radient at X = 0 will increase before the water
suppl y to X = 0 (where freezing is still going on) is affected. Then the net heat flow from
x > 0 is insuffi cient to freeze all the water a rriving from x > 0 and so the temperature at
x = 0 will a lso rise. Later, however, the change in water content at X I will affect the concentration gradi ent at X = 0, and the fl ow of water from the space between the lenses to both
x = 0 a nd XI will be reduced . This in turn will induce a fall in temperature bo th a t 0 and XI.
The rate of freezing will fall slowly a t X = 0, which can only dra w water from x < XI, and
finally the rate of ice formation at 0 will have a lmost vanished , ice a t XI will be forming a lmost
exclusivel y from water from X > X I , a nd the temperature at X I will be close to 8(0,1 < I, ) .
Then th e 8 and w distributions will be qua lita tively simil a r to those at 1, - , a lthough m athematically much m ore complex, and the process will repeat itself.
Ideally, we should like to be able to d etermine the temperature of water-content distribution in system s like that illustrated in Figure I. Nucleation, however, is a process obeying

* t,, -

in d ica tes the time imm edi a tely before In , In + the tim e imm edi ate ly a fterwa rd s.
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statistical laws. Even when lens nucleation in soil is more full y understood, it will only be
possible to speak of the probability that a lens will be nucleated within a certain time at a
certa in temperature. This, and the complexity of the equations, m eans that it will be impossible to foll ow in d etail the d evelopment of the successively more complicated () and W
fields as more and more lenses form . In experiments we find that, except immediately after
the b eginning of freezing, the number of ice lenses is large and the distance between them
small compared with the distance from the original freezing front to the farthest ice lens. If
we can find the "smoothed-out" temperature a nd water-content fields which would d evelop
if the freezing front moved into the soil sm oothl y instead of in discontinuous jumps from Xn
to x n +" then we can expect this field to coincide with the real fields excep t within distances
from the freezing front of the same order as the distances between lenses. This smooth ed-out
solution will be represented by 8* (x, t) and w *(x, t).
Here we consider a slightly less severely idealized model of a semi-infinite mass of homogeneous saturated soil whose surface temperature is suddenly lowered . The initial temperature
is 80 , the initial water content is W o and the initia l equilibrium freezing temperature of the soil,
8F (wo), is eq ua l to 8,. The solution only applies at times large compared with t" a nd therefore
the thickness of the surface ice is n egligible and the boundary condition becomes

8* (0, t)

=

82

<

8,

for all

t > o.

The thickness of the fro zen layer is Z(/), from x = 0 to the continuously advancing freezing
front of this sm oothed solution . Then temperature diffusion is governed by Equation (2) in
the region (0, (0) and the water-content distribution by Equation ( I ) in (z, (0) , the unfrozen
region. At the freezing front x = Z and the heat balance is

(k08*)
ox

_
x

=

(ko()*)
ox

z-

+y dz

= ((3Kj1! ow*)
x

=

ox

z+

X

=

z+

dt

( 15)

where y is th e appropriate latent h eat of freezing of unit volume of the soil and the other
quantities are as d efin ed earlier. It is assumed that once the freezing front has passed a point
in the soil no further water diffusion takes pl ace there. In other words, there is no water
diffusion in x < z, a nd in pa rticular no contribution to Equation ( 15) from wa ter diffusing
to the freezing front from unfrozen water on the cold side. Immediately on the cold side of the
last ice lens to form, the soil between lenses is in equilibrium with ice at the temperature of
the lens, but equall y, immediately on the warm side of the sam e lens soil is in equilibrium
with ice at the sam e temperature (if we n eglect the very sm a ll temperature difference across
a lens) . Therefore, there is no change in the unfro z en water content of th e soil as the freez ing
front passes through it, and y can be set equal to zero; th e onl y latent-heat contribution to
condition (4 ) is (3 K/-L 2 ow *I ox, the heat evolved in the form ation of lenses.
However, the 8* a nd w * fields are not uniquel y d etermined by these initial and boundary
conditions. If, to take the simplest case, fL and A a re constants, then the initial conditions, the
boundary conditions and the diffusion equations are satisfied by

x

8*

= 82 + Aerf2At i

8*

= 80 - B erfc ~

x

2 I'

o < x < z
x > Z

( 16)

( '7)

x
(18)
erfc - -,
x > Z.
2/-L t '
There is no characteristic length and z t-! is constant. This solution is thus completely
d etermined by the four parameters A, B, C and z t- l . There are, however, only three equations
to determine these- the heat balance, the condition that (16) and ( '7) give the same temw*

=

Wo - C
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perature at x = z, and the condition thart (J* (z, t ) = 8F [w* (z, t )J. Clearly, the problem is
underdetermined and we can only find the 8* and w * fields if something else is known, either
the temperature at the freezing front or its rate of advance. It is easy to see physically why this
is so and why the solution depends on the "real" problem of ice nucl eation ahead of the
freezing front. Consider first two ex treme cases:
1.

11.

Nucleation ahead of the freezing front is impossible. Then the ice lens which forms first
continues to grow indefinitel y, Z remains zero and the solution is similar to that for the
simpler model considered earlier.
There is no barrier to ice nucleation in x > o. Ice forms as soon as the temperature
falls to 0" without any supercooling or freezing-point d epression. Then ice formation
takes place at 0, = 8 F[Wo ], no water-concentration gradient is set up in the soil, there
is no movem ent of water and we have the in situ freezing problem of classical heat
conduction theory, the Stefan problem (Cal-slaw and Jaeger, 1959) .

Both extreme cases can be observed in nature but neither corresponds to the formation of
multiple lenses. If lensing takes place, th e freezing front advances at a rate less than that given
by the Stefan problem solution.
It follows that the rate at which the freezing front advances depends on the d etails of the
ice-nucl eation process, which are still obscure. If, however, the rate of freezing-front advance
is known, then the temperature and water-content field s throughout the system can be found ;
this can be done numerically even if the diffusivities are not constant. In a later section
a solution for a varying water-diffusion coefficient is found . Once the water-content field is
known, the rate at which water crosses the freezing front follows. In a small time interval dt
the volume of soil which becomes part of the fro zen region is (dz /dt )dt and this soil has a water
content equal to that immediately on the warm sid e of the freezing front ; at the sam e time
a volume of water (K}Jo 2

00: ) ~
x

z+

crosses unit area close to the freezing front and freezes into

lenses, a lso within the fro zen region . H ence the total m ass of water and of dry soil included
with the frozen region during dt can be found, and thus the water content in the fro zen region
averaged over both the ice lenses and the soil between them.
This computation only gives the sm oo thed 8* and w * field s. Nucleation of new ice lenses
d epends not on the smoothed fields but on th e p erturba tion close to the freezing front which
results from the advance of th e freezing front in discrete jumps from x n to x n+, . If n is large, we
can expect that the freez ing process is periodic in the sense that th e temperature and water
distributions at t n+,- (immediately before lens 11 + 1 is nucleated ) are identical to th e distributions at tn - (immediatel y before lens n is nucleated ) shifted through a distance Xn+, - Xn
111 th e positive x direction. That is

w(x,l n+,- ) = w (x-xn+, - xn, t,,- ).
(20 )
It is possible to express this evolution in th e interval (tn, t,,+,) through two integral
equations for the unknown functions O(x, t,,- ) and w(x, In -) . The function s are subj ect to
additional conditions expressing heat balances at Xn and Xn+" the condition that at those
points 8(x, t) = OF[W (X, t)], and the condition that 8 ~ 8* and w ~ w * as x ~ 00 . U nfortunately these integral eq uations have proved intractable.
An approximate " order of magnitude" estimate of the relation between x"+' - x" and
tn+r- l n for 11 large is given by the following argument. 1f}Jo is small compared with'\, watercontent changes diffuse much more slowly than temperature changes. The position of a new
ice lens d epends on the position of a maximum in 0" = OF - O. Since OF changes d epend on
t It is assumed that the relation be tween w and OF is kn own.
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water content, the position of the maximum will depend primarily on water diffusion, if tha t
is much slower than temperature diffusion (cf. Fig. 2b) . Although ther e is of course no finite
propa gation velocity a ssociated with water diffusion , there is a relation between the magnitude
of a r esponse, the dista nce from its stimulus, a nd the time. If
20'W
fL OX2

OW

=

(fL consta nt)

Tt

W(X, 0) = 0
w(o,t )

for a ll
x
l - erf - -

w(x, t )

then
erf (0 · 2)

=

0 · 227

erf (I ·0)

t

>

0,

2fLt!

=

erf (I · 5)

0 · 843

=

0 .966.

H the effect a t (x, t) is neither sm a ll compa red with the disturbance at (0, 0) nor almost
as large as the disturbance,
0 ·2

x

< -- <
2fLt!

I.

H a n ice lens is nucleated a t Xn, 8 a nd 8 p a t (xn , t n + ) a re close to 8 p (xn, t,, -) ; this temperature will not begin to drop a t Xn until the ra te of ice formation at X,, _ I is restricted by the ice
lens a t X". We can distinguish fou r stages in the cha in of events between t n a nd tn+ l :
1.

T emperature change at Xn affects temperatu re Controlled by tempera ture diffusio n .
grad ien t at Xn _l; 8 (xn _l ) rises.
Water-content change a t Xn restricts flow of
water to Xn _ l ; 8 (x n _ , ) falls.

Controlled b y wa ter diffusion.

Ill.

T emperature drop at Xn _ 1 causes 8 (xn ) to fall.

Cont rolled by temperature diffusio n.

IV.

F all in 8 (xn ) causes cha nges in 8 p a nd 8 to
diffuse into X > Xn; by tn +1 changes in 8 p
have reached Xn+ l.

8 p con trolled b y wa ter diffusion .

11 .

If the sp eed of the process is d etermined b y stages (ii) a nd (iv), a wate r-content cha nge
"travels" 2 (Xn +1- xn ) in (t " + 1- t n ) , from x" to X,, _ I (stage (ii )) and from Xn to Xn + ' (stage (iv)) .
Therefore, it seem s likely that

D ESCRI PTIO N OF EXPERIMEN T S

A number of experiments we re carried ou t to investigate ice-l ens fo rm a tion and to compa re
observations with th e predictions- som e qua lita ti ve, others qua ntitative- of this m od el. T he
appara tus used is illustrated schematically in Fig ure 3. A cylinder conta ining moist clay,
initiall y at room temperature, insulated on its sid es a nd at one end , is placed in contact with a
brass pla te whose temperature is controlled . The cylinder is sufficiently long that in the dura tion of each experimen t there is no altera tion of wa ter content at the end rem ote from the
cooled end ; it therefore behaves as would a semi-infini te cylinder. Th e temperatu res at
different points on the cylinder axis a re m easu red by thermocouples. At the end of the experim ent the soil can be r emoved from the cylinder, photographed a nd then dissected so th at the
water conten t can be d etermined by weighing sections before and after drying.
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Fig. 3 . Schematic diagram

rif experimental apparatlls

The soil used in the investigation was re-moulded Boston blue clay; its m easured grainsize distribution is given in Table 1. The relation between wand BF was determined indi rec tly
TABLE

1.

C L AY PARTI CLE- SI ZE DISTRIBUTION ( BY SEDIMENTATION )

Diameter (mm. )
Per cent finer by weight

0'05

0'02

0'0 1

0'005

0'002

0'001

100

89

78

66

45

30

from consolidation exp eriments to d etermine the moisture potential, * and it was ch ecked
against direct m easur em ents. In small changes in water content, the relation between m o isture
potential and w can be Iinearized , and then the water-diffusion coefficient 11-' is identical to the
"coeffi cient of consolidation" of the linearized engineering theory of one-dimensional consolidation. A one-dimensional consolidation test, then , in which loads were applied in increments which produced decreases in water content of the order of o' 025, served both to
determine the Bp, w r elation and to find 11-' at different water contents. In Figure 4 are g iven
the expel-imental r elations between Bp and w, and 11-2 and w.t
Figure I illustrates the type of ice lensing observed in these tests. The cylinder con taining
clay at room temperature and uniform water content was brought suddenly into contact with
the pre-cooled brass plate and then h eld there for the remainder of the test. Owing to the
initial rapid heat flow to the plate, th e plate temperature would rise several d egrees at first,
but it quickly returned to its original value. Tests lasted severa l hours and so the real temperature change closely approximated a "step-function " decrease at the end of the cylinder.
In Figure 5 the temperature/time relationships at different points in the soil in a typical
test are described. The m ost striking features are the arrests in the temperature/time curves

* [t can be shown that the chem ica l p otential of water in soil relative to free water is equal to L (tJ.O)/O, wh ere
tJ.e is the freezing-poin t depression , 0 th e a bsolute temperature, and L the latent h eat of freezing. R ecent experiments confirm this (Williams, 1964). A soi l consolid ated und er drained cond itions will reach equ ilibrium when the
effective com pressive stress transmitted by the particles is equa l to the chemical potential at the existing water
content. If th ese results are combined, measurements of t he effective stress- water content relation will give a
relation between OF a nd w. There is a difficulty: consolidation is not a completely reversible process, wh ereas the
theory assumes reversible th ermodynamics. It ca n b e a rgued (Palmer, unpublished ) that the stress- water content
relation given by the critical void r atio lin e (R oscoe and others, 1958) is more appropriate than t hat observed in
consolidation. However, th e clay a h ead of the freezin g front is actuall y consolidating a nd so it seems most consistent to use data from a consolidatio n test.

t The water content correspond ing to p.' determined for a certain change in w is taken as that midway between
the initial a nd final values.
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which occur shortly before and after the temperature r eaches ooe. This is exactly what the
present theory predicts, tha t the sudd en r ise in temperature at the point where a lens is
nucleating should produce increases in temperature at points nearb y and retard cooling
farther away. In Figure 6 are illustrated the temperature distribution a t the conclusion of a
test and the simultaneous water-content distribution . As this theory predicts, ahead of the
freezing front the water content is r educed and in the fro zen zone it is very much incr eased .
Temperature and water-content distributions for a second test are g iven in Figure 7b, togeth er
with a photograph of the soil cylinder immedia tely before dissection (Fig. 7a) . * The scar about
I cm . from the freezing front is a surface phenomenon which occurred in several tests a nd it is
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Fig. 6. Water-content and temperature distributions

* T he incr ease in water con tent close to the freezing fron t observed in the experim ent d escribed in Figure 7 is
probably due to tha wing at the freezin g fron t during th e 5 to 10 min. required to remove the soil cylinder from the
tube, ph otogr aph it a nd dissect it. This would produce a la rge reverse water-content gradi en t. If t = 10 min.,
x = I cm. , /-" = 5 X 10- 4 cm .'/sec., then X/ 2/-'t ! = o·g; therefore the time is long enough for thawing to have the
obser ved effec t.
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probably associated with the severe shrinkage stresses developed in the unfrozen region. This
effect has been neglected in the id ealized model of the diffusion process developed here, in
which it has been assumed that water diffusion is governed only by water-concentration
gradients and that the soil is free of external stress. In fact, the marked drying of the region
nearest to the freezing front tends to make tha t pa rt of the soil cylinder shrink, both radially
and a long its axis. Radial shrinkage is restrained by the wetter regions, which have no
tendency to shrink, and axial shrinkage by friction on the cylinder walls . This generates axial
and circumferential tensile stresses in the dried region . The resulting hydrostatic tension should
then tend to increase water diffusion, but th e quite close agreement between ex periment and
theory remarked on later suggests that this stress- diffusion co upling has only a small effect.
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In several tests three equally spaced radial cracks developed in the dried region; presumably
they were due to induced circumferential tensile stress. t
The thermal conductivity was not measured in these experiments, but estimated f!'Om the
results of an extensive investigation by Kersten ( 1963), from which the conductivity for unfrozen Fairbanks silty clay loam, a soil slightly coarser than blue clay, is 2' 7 X 10- 3 cal. cm. - I
QC . - I sec. _ I at 4 °C. and w = o· 25. This can be taken as the conductivity of the unfrozen
soil on the warm side of the freezing front. On the frozen side there are parallel layers of ice
and of un frozen soil with w = 0'25, in such a way that the water content averaged over both
soil and ice is o' 595. Neglecting contact thermal resistance between the layers and using
standard values for the conductivity and d ensity of ice, the conductivity of the frozen layer
can be estimated as 3 ' 3 X 10- 3 cal. cm. - 1 °C . _ I sec. _ I . Comparing the measured terms in the
heat-balance Equation ( 14) for the experiment illustrated in Figure 7,

(k'OOX()*)
and

- (k O
()*)
X

=

c

(fJKp. 2

'Ox

ow*)
OX

=

3. 6 X 10- 3 cal. cm. _ 2 sec. - I

=

4'0 X 10- 3 cal. cm. - 2 sec. - I ,

x = z+

x = z+

which agree well.
As was pointed out earlier, this theory is unable to predict the smoothed temperature and
w fields unless either the rate of advance of th e free zing front or the temperature at the freezing

front is known. U sing the measured rate of freezing-front advance, the temperature and w
fields have been calculated and are plotted in Figures 6 and 7. The following properties have
been assumed:
,\ 2 = 2·8 X IO -3 cm.2 sec. - 1 (m easured directly),
k = 2' 7 X 10- 3 cal. cm. - I °C. - I sec. - I in unfrozen r egion,
k

=

3 ' 3 X 10- 3 cal. cm. - I °C. - I sec. _

I

in fro zen region .

Alth ough mathematically convenient, it would be too severe an idealiza tion to suppose th e
diffusion coefficient p.2 constant, but its m easured depend ence on water content can be cl osely
approximated by an exponential function of changes in w, a nd a numerical solution for this
case has been g iven by Crank ( 1956 ) ; the fun c tion of w assumed is given in Figure 4 . I t migh t
be thought that this computation would be made invalid b y the circularity of d etermining k
from the observed water-content fi eld in one case. This is not so, because quite large changes in
th e assumed va lue of k have o nl y a small effect on the calculated w distribution , and la rge
changes in w have only a sm a ll effect on k.
The agreement between the observed a nd calculated temperature a nd w fields is quite
close. These, of co urse, are the smoothed ()* a nd w '~ fi elds. The ice-lens spacing d epends on the
perturbations cl ose to the freez ing f!'Ont and it has not been possibl e to predict th ese. It was
suggested earlier that a rough order of magnitude estimate of the distance between lenses is
give n by 0'2 < xn+, - xn!p. (l n+, - fn) " < l. The spacing Xn+, - Xn can be d etermin ed from
th e photograph , a nd th ence I 'I+ , - I n from th e o bserved rate of a d vance of the freezing fro nt.
The diffusion coefficient is kn own f!'Om the m easured water con tent and it gives th e ex perim enta l value xn+, - x,, / p. (tI1 +, - l n ) ; = 0 ' 2.
More d etailed knowled ge of the nucleation process will be required for d eep er understanding of th e temperature and water-content histories close to th e freezing front. Sin ce the
observed smoothed fields correspond to () F at th e free zing front about - 0' 4 cC., th e supercooling ()n which is available for lens nucleati on must be much less than this, of the ord er of

t In t he fi'ozen zon e, furth er d esicca ti o n of th e unfrozen soil between the lens occurs as the tempera ture fa lls.
T h e circ umfe re nti a l tensile stresses w hi c h resul t account for th e ax ia l c rac ks v isibl e in Figure 1 whi c h have filled
with ice.
4
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o · 1°C. In tests where small clay samples were cooled rapidly (at cooling rates of the order of
I °C. /min. ) On was observed to reach much larger values before nucleation occurs, of the order
of 2°C. This tends to support the earlier suggestion that the delay before nucleation is much
longer when On is small.
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